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LÜRAFLEX® reel coverings are used in the steel, stainless steel and
aluminium industry.  A quick simple protecting, gripping and practical
idea which is usable wherever coils must be unwound or rewound.  

The idea is as follows:

Quick:
for example when changing from a 508 to a 610 coil it removes the
need for the time consuming change of the polyamid side pieces.

Simple:
Place the reel covering on the lifting carriage and operate it exactly as
if it were a coil.  For both unwinding and rewinding.

Protecting:
They protect the first windings from impressions and folds.

Gripping:
Through its special surface properties you ensure that the coil is 
gripped.

Practical:
The reel cover is tailor made to suit your equipment.

Through our many years experience we can offer a number of different
surfaces and reel executions, which can operate as unwinders, rewin-
ders or pure protection covers.





Questionnaire  – Reel Coverings

Requirements for reel coverings for belt driven coiling machines

Company: __________________________________ Street: ______________________________________

Town: ______________________________________ Telephone: __________________________________

Department: ________________________________ Fax: _______________________________________

Contact: ____________________________________ e-mail: _____________________________________

1. Unwind ❑

Rewind ❑

2. Outside diameter of the mandrel when unexpanded: mm

3. Outside diameter of mandrel when expanded: mm

4. Length of the expansion Mendrel (length of reel): mm

5. Expanding force of the reel: t

6. Strip coil inside diameter: mm

7. Strip coil width minimum: mm

maximum: mm

8. Kind of strip (eg untreated strip, galvanized, oiled strip):

9. Strip thickness: mm

10. Max coil weight (approx): t

Please send us your offer: ❑

We are looking forward to a visit from your engineer: ❑

Location/Date: ______________________________ Signature: __________________________________
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